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Basie Geomets'leaE
Edeas

Understanding the Lesson
. lntrodustion to Geometrical shapes

" Point, Iine and line segment
. Difference between line and ray
. Intersecting lines and parallel lines
o Curve: Simple curve, open curve and closed curve
. Polygon and its elements: Sides, vertices and diagonals
. Angles: Interior and exterior region of an algle

' Quadrilaterals
n Circles: Centre, radius, diameter and the circumference, chord sector, arc, minor and mqjor sep.ents
. Semicircles

Conceptual Facts

" Basic Geometrical Elements are points, Iines and planes.
. Point determinee a location. It does not have length, breadth ard thiclness. It is usually denotd by a

capital letter.

o I.ine segment is the shortest distance between two points. Line segmentjoiniag points A and B is denoted

by AB . AB and BA denote the same line segment.

i-------
n When a line segment is extended on both sideg inffnit€ly we get a line and it is denoted by E .

<-

AO

BA

o A ray is a portion ofline starting at a point and extending in one direchion endlessly. It is denoted by E.

i-----;*
. Two distinct lines which meet at a point are called intersecting lines.

c

a
A

a
B C

a
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. TSo distinct lircs which do not meet at any point, are c"tled parallel lines and denoted by ll ie., m ll eD .

+------------. >

c D
, Any drawing (straight or non-straight) drawn without lifting the pencil is called a surve.

Simple curve

" Sinple curve does not intersects itself.
o If tJre end points of a simple cuwe are joined, tJren it is c-'lled as closed curve.

B

Closed curve
. If the end points of a curve are not joined, then it is called as open curve.

BA

C

ED
OPen cun'e

o Polygon is a simple closed curve made up of line sepents.
BC

A D

AB

FE
" An angle is made up of two rays starting from a common end point. It is read as ZBOA ot zAoB.

B

OA
" Angle has three regions: On the engls, the i1terior ofthe a-ngle and the exterior oftJre angle.. Tliangle is a polygon ofthree sides denoted by AABC.

A

cB
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. Quadrilateral is polygon offour sides.

D

. Circle is a path of a point moving at the same distance from a fixed point
known as centre and the distance between the fixed point and the movitrg
point is called radius.

. Chord of a circle is a line segment obtained by joining aDy two points on the
circle. It divides the sircle into two segments, minor segment and mqior
segment.

Diameter is the longest c.hord of a cirde which passes through the centre and
dividee the circle into two semi-circles.

C

BA

Tnv Tsrse (Faae 701

Ql. With a sharp tip of the pencil, aark four points
on a paper and name tJeem by the letters d C,
P, H. Try to ''"rne these points in different ways.
One suc.h way could be this

.A.C

OP . H

SoL The given way to mark four points is

A. .c

P. .H
'We can name in different ways a6:
(i) Po oS (iD L. .M

Qo oR

(iii) xt 'Y

z. .W

BASIC GEOMETRICAL IDEAS

A

Circle

Chord

Somi-circle

Q2" A star in the sky also gives us an idea ofa point.

Identify at least ffve such situations in your

daily life.

Sol. The required five situations are: tip ofnedle, tip
ofpencil, tip ofpen, corner ofa table and coraer

of blac.kboard.

-lnv TxesE (Faae 7'l\

C.)1. Nq"'e the line segments in the figure given

below. Is d the end point of each line segment?

Sol. The names ofthe line segments in the flgure given

below are AB o" BE and M or eI .

Yes, A is the end point ofeach ofthe segments.

BA

AB

c

Radiuso
Ceatre

N. oO

A
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Tny Tuese (Paae 7$
Q1. Name the rays given in the figure

T NB

Ql. Use the figure to nane:
(o) Five points
(b) A line
(c) Four rays
(d) Five line segmenhs

Sol. (o) Five points are: O, B, C, E and D

D

A

B

o

E

c

(b) Name of the line is DE or BD .

(c) Four rays are: 0e, 0E, oE anrt 0D
(d) Five line segments are:

OE, ED, OO, OB and EB.

Q2, Name the li-ne given in all possible (twelve)
ways, choosing only two letters at a times from
tJre four given.

ABCD
Sol. The given lines csn be named as follows:

ooaa'
ABCD

(,)E 0,)AT (,,, m
(ru) Ee (u) ffi (u,) eD

(urr) BA @iiD eE (&) m
(r) eE (rr) DE (rrr) De

Q3. Use the ffgure to name:
(a) I.ine containing point E.
(b) I ine passing tlrolgh A
(c) Liae on which O lies.
(d) Two pairs of intersecting lines.

u

@)

E
.D

F

MATHEMANCS-VI

Sol. Tt.e na.mes ofthe rays given is the figure are:

IB and M.
Q2. Is T a starting point of each of these rays?

SoI. Yes, T is the starhing point ofeeeh ofthese rays.

Sol.

Q4.

Sol.

Q5.

Sol.

(a) EF G) m
(c) Be or B6 fa ed and E or E and EF.
How maay lines cal pass thro,rgh (o) one given
point? (b) two given poinLs?
(a) Inffnif,sly many lines can pa{,s through a

given points.
(b) Only one line can pass thmugh two given

poinLs.

Draw a rough figure and label suitably in each
of the following cases:

(o) Point P lies on E,
(b) F ancl FQ irt rsect ut M.
(6) T.ing L coatqins E and F but not D.

(d 6F and dQ meet at O.

(s).---<----{
APB

P

(b)

(c)

Yx

a

o

C
F

D E

o

AB
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Q6. Consider the following figure of line MN . Say
whether following statements are true or false
in context of the given figure.

(o) Q, M, O, N, P are points on the line MN.

(b) M, O, N are points ou a line segment nlN.

(c) M and N are end points ofline segment MI.[ .

Ql. Classify the following curves as (i) open or (ii)
closed.

(a) (6)

(c) (d)

Sol. (o) Open curve (b) Closed cun'e
(c) Open curve (d) Closed curve

Q2, Draw ro'rgh diagams to illustrate the following:
(a) Opencurve (b) Closed curve

Sol. (a) (b)

Open cunre Closed curve

Q3. Ilraw a.ny polygon and shade its interior.
Sol. ABCD istherequiredpolygon D

whose interior region is
shaded.

(d) O and N are end points of line segment OP .

(e) M is one of the end points of line segment

Qo.
(fl M is point on ray 0P.

G) Ray 6F is different from ray QF .

(D) Ray 0F is same as ray 0M .

(D Ray 0M is not opposite to ray 6F .

Q) O is not an initial point of 6F .

(fr) N is the initial point of M and M.
SoI. (a) Tlue (b) True (c) True (d) False

(e) False (fl False (e) Ttue (lz) False
(i) False (,r) False (fr) True

Q4, Consider the given figure and answer the
questions.

(o) Is it a curve?

(b) Is it closed?

Sol. (d) Yes, it is a curve.

(b) Yes, it is closed cur'\,e.

Q5. Illustrate, if possible, each one of the following
with a rough diagram:

(a) A closed currre that is not a polygon.

(b) A-n open cuwe made up entirely of line
segments.

(c) A polygon with two sides.

Sol, (o) Required closed fllrrr'e iB a circle.

(b)ABCD is an open curve made up of
the line segments AB, BC and CD.

(c) A polygon with two sides is not possible.

D

P

N

o
M

a

C
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Q1. Name the augles in the given figure.
c

A

Sol, The angles are:
(i) lAor ZDAB (ii) lB or ZCBA

(iii) ZC ot ZDCB (ia) ZD or ZADC.

Q2. In the given diagram, name the point(s):

.A

OD
(o) In the interior of ZDOE
(b) Ia the exterior ofZEOF
(c) On ZEOF

So1. (o) A is the point in the interior ZDOE.
(b) C is the point in the exterior ZEOF.
(c) B is the point on ZEOF.

Q3. Draw lsrrgh fiagreme of two angles such that
they have
(o) one point in common.
(b) two points in common.
(c) tbree points in corrrnon.
(d) four points in oommon.
(e) Oae ray in common.

Ql, Draw a rough sketch of a triangle ABC. Mark
a point P in its interior and a point Q in its
exterior. Is the point A in its exterior or ir its
interior?

Sol. Triangle ABC is the given triangle.

Sol. (o) In ffgure (a), O is the common point of ZAOB
a.ud ZCOB.

OA
@)

(6) In figure (b), O and P are tho common points
in ZSOA ard ZOPQ.

A

a
(6)

(c) Such a diagram is not possible.
(d) Such a diagram is not possible.

B

(e) O-E is the common ray of ZAOB anil ZDOB.

P is in the iDterior of AABC.

Q is in the exterior of AABC.
A is neither in the exterior nor in the hterior.

Q2. (a) Identifr three triangles in the figure.
(b) Writ€ tlre ne'"es of seven angles.
(c) Write the n"-es of six line segments.
(d) Which two triangles have ZB as common?

A

D

B
B

F
E

a
c

B P

o

D

Ao

c
B DC
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Sol. (o) three triangles are: AABC, AABD and AADC.
(b) o /aBc (ii) /aDB (iii) ZBAD

(iu) ZADC (v) IACD
(ui) ZDAC (uii) ZBAC.

Ql. Draw a ro"gh sketch of a quadrilateral PQRS.
Draw its diagoaals. Name them. Is the meeting
point ofthe diagonals in the intprior or exterior
ofthe quadrilateral?

Sol. S R

a
P

(i) We have a quadrilateral PQRS.
(ii) PR and QS are its two diagonals.

(iii) O is the meeting poiat of the diagonals
PR a.ud QS which is in the interior of the
quailrilateral.

Q2. Draw a rough sketch ofa quadrilateral KLMN.
State:
(a) two pairs of opposite sides
(6) two pairs of opposite angles

Ql. From the flgure, identify:
(a) the centre of sircle s
(b) three radii
(c) a diameter
(d) a chord
(e) two poiats in the

interior
(fl a point in the

exterior

Gt) a sector
(lu ) a segment.

Sol. In the given figure,

.Q

(a) O is the centre of the sircle.
(b) Three radii of the given circle are

Oe, OB and OC.

(c) Id is a diametor of the circle.

tdl PO- is a chord of the circle.
(e) O and P are in the interior of the circle.

ff) Q is a point in the exterior ofthe circle.

@t) OBA is a sector of the circle.
(ft) EDSE, the shaded region is a segoent ofthe

circle.

(c) AB, BD, AD, AC, DC, BC
(d) AABC and AABD have ZB as common.

(c) two paira of a{acent sides
(d) two paire of a{acent angles.

Sol. KIMN is the given quadrilateral.

(o) I(,, NM and IO.I, ffi are the pairs of
opposits sides.

(b) ZK or^d, zM, lL atd ZN are the paire of
opposite angles.

N
M

KL
(c) KL antl IO{, NM and d are the pairs of

a{acent sides.

(d) ZK end, Zl,, ZN ol;d, ZM are the pairs of
aft'acent angles.

E

Q2.

Sol.

Q3.

Sol.

(o) Is errery di"-eter ofa circle also a c,hord?

(b) Is every chord ofa circle also a diameter?
(a) Yeg, every di"-eter is the longest chord ofa

sircle.
(b) No, every chord is not diameter of a circle.

Draw any circle ald mark
(o) its centre (b) a radius
(c) a tliameter (d) a sector
(e) a segnent
(fl a point in its interior
G) a point in its ext€rior
(h) an arc,
In tJre given circle,

s

.K

A

a

c

R

E

F c

(o) O is the centre. (b) OA is a radius.

.M

BASIC GEOMETRICAL IDEAS dl
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(c) PQ is a diameter.
(d) OQC is a sector (shaded part)
(e) PSR (shaded part) in the segment.
(fl M is in the interior of the circle.
Gl) K is in the exterior of the cirde.
(ft) m is a-n arc ofthe circle.

l. Venv Ssonr ANswER (VSA) Quesrrorus

Ql, Draw a ro',gh sketch of:
(o) open curve (b) closed curve

SoI. (o) is the open curve

(b) is tJxe closed curre

Q2. Draw a rough sketch ofclosed curve made up of
Iine segments.

Sol. Required curve is ABCD closed with the line
segments AB, BC, CD ald DA.

A

Q3. Draw two different angles having common point
and a com-mon arm.

SoI. ZAOB and ZCOB are two ilifferent angles with
common point O and comnon arm 0E .

c

c

B

B

o A

Q4. Identify the points which are:
(i) in the interior

(ii) in the exterior
(iii) on the closed curve in tle given figure.

68 MATHEMANCS-VI

Q4. Say 'true' or false'.
(o) Two di"'neters of a circle will necessarily

intersect.
(b) Tt.e centre ofa circle is always in its interior.

Sol. (o) True (b) True

LearningMoreQ&A
.S

U
rT

Sol. (f) Points P, Q and R are in the interior of the
closed curve.

(ii) poinLs S and T are in the exterior ofthe closed
gurge.

(iii) U and V are on the closed curve.

Q5. Identifr tJre following in the given figure:
(o) Sector (6) Chord
(c) Dismeter (d) Segment.

R

P a

N

Sol. (a) OPR (shaded) is the sector ofthe circle.

(b) ffi is the chord.
(c) FQ is the diameter.
(d) I\IDO.[ (shaded) is the segm.ent.

Q6. In the given figure, name all the possible
triangles.

A

BCD
Sol. Possible triangles are:

(,) 
^ABC 

('D 
^ABD(iu) AACD (u) AACE

(i,D AABE
(ui) AADE

E

.P

a
a

a
R
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Q7. Nsme sll ths sngles itr the given figure.
Sol, In the given figure, tJre names of all the angles

are:

c

B

OZABC GilZBCD
(iii) 4CDA (iu) ZDAB

Q8. In the given figure, name all the line segments:
D

,4"
\/ \/
V__J
AB

Sol. In the given figure, the name of the line
se€ments are:

AB, BC, CD, DE, EA, Oe, DB and PC.

ll. Sxonr Ar.rswen (SA) Quesrtors

Q9. Using the given figure, name the following:

D c

A B

(@) T .in e contaidng point M.
(b) Iine passing through four points.
(c) Line passing tbrough three points.
(d) T*o pairs ofintersecting lines.

Sol. (a) Me is the Iine containing the point M.

(b) N is the line passing through four points
dB,CandN.

(c) FQ is the line passing throngh thlee poinLs
P, B and Q.

(d) Pairs for intersecting lines are

(,) N and PQ (ir) N and Me

P
M

AB CN

BASIC GEOMETRICAL IDEAS

AB, BC, CD, DE,EF and FA

69

Q10. On the given line, some 1rcints are given, write
down the names ofall segments.

IPQ
Sol. Segments are:

Pa, PR, PS, FE,QE, QS, Qr, m,
RT, ST.

Q11. How many lines can pass tbrough
(i) one given point?

(ii) two grven point^s?

(iii) three non-collinsar points
Sol. (i) Infinite number of lines ca.n be passed

through one given point.
(ii) Only one line can pass through two given

points.
(iii) Three lines can pass through three non-

collinear points.

(,) (ii)

A

Qii)

Q12. Look at the given figure and answer the
following:

(a) Name the sides of the polygon ABCDEF.
(b) Name aly two paim of adacent sides.
(c) Name all the segments which intertect each

other at one point.
(d) Name all the diagonals oftJre given polygon.

Sol. (a) The sides of tJre polygon are:

RST

BA

cF
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(b) AB and BC, BC and CD are the pairs of
adacent sides.

(c) AD, BE and CF intersect each other at O.
(d) Name of the diagonals are:

AD, gE and CF

Q13. Fill in the blsnlrc.
(o) ........... is the largest chord ofa circle.
(b) ........... divides the circle into two equal semi-

circles.
(c) Rectangle iB a ........... curve.
(d) Triangle hn" ........... engles and three ........... .

(e) OnIy one line cp'' be tlrawn through ...........
points.

(/)........... nurober of linee can pass througt a
given point.

Gl) A closed figure made up of entirely of Iine
segr.ents is called a ........... .

(lr) A curce which does not cross itseH is caled
a ........... curye.

(i) The Iength of boundary of a circle iB called
its............

Sol. (o) Dianeter (b) Diometer
(c) Closed (d) three, sides
(e) two (fl Tnffnitu

Gt) PolYgon (ft) si'ple
(i) circumference

lll. Lorue Auswen (LA) Qursrrorus

Ql4. Draw fig agdiens of a AABC and answer the
following:
(a) N"me the three medians.
(b) Do the medians intersect each other at the

same point?
(c) What is bhat point called?
(d) Can this point be ouLside the triangle?

A

B

Sol. (a) Names ofthe medians are AD, BE and CF .

(b) Yes, the medians intersect each other at the
snme point G.

F

cD
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(c) The point ofintersection of the medians ofa
ff iqngls is cellsfl 'Centroid'.

(d) No, this point ca.nnot be out of the triangle.

lV. Murrrpre Cxorce Qurslots (MCQs)

Q15. Least number ofline se€r"ents required to make
a polygon is
(a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 3 (c) 4

Sol. Correct option is (c).

Q16. How meny lines can be tlrawn tho,'gh given
two points?
(o) OnIy one (b) 2
(c) 4 (d) Countless

Sol. Correct option is (a).

Q17. How many vertices are there in a triangle?
(a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 3 (c) 4

Sol. Correct option is (c).

Q18. Say "Eue' or Talse'.
(z) Two diameters of a circle will necessarily

intersect.
(b) The centre of a circle always lies i.n the

interior.
(c) The diamstel is halfof the radius ofa circle.
(d) longer chord is nearer to the centre of the

circle.
Sol. (o) True (b) True (c) False (d) True

V. HrcHen Onoen Turruxrxc Srrr-r- (Hors) Quesrrots

Ql9. Draw an equilateral AABC of any size. Draw
AD as its median and an altitude AM.
(i) Does AD coincide with AM?

(ii) Name the point on tJre median whicl divides
it in the ratio 1 : 2.

(iii) What is the measure of ZADC and ZADB?
(iu) Are D and M the ssme points?

Sol. (i) Yes, AD coincides with AM.
A

B c
(ii) Tlre point on tJre median which divides it

in the ratio 1 : 2 is called centroid of the
triangle.

(iii) t ADC = z ADB = 90"
(iu) Yes, D and M are the same points.

www.ncert.info
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Q20. In the given figvte,l, m and, n are three parallel
lines, z and y intersect these lines.
(i) Name the points lying on the line r.

(ii) Name the points lying on the line y.

(iii) Name the points inside the quadrilateral
ABED.

(jp) |rleme the points outside the quadrilaterals
ABED and BCFE.

(u) Name the lines passing thmugh three points.

Sol. (i) A B and C ]ie on the line *.
(ii) D, E and F lie on the line y.

(iii) Q is the poiDt inside trABED

R.
B E

c

oS

(iu) Points R and S are outside the quadrilaterals
ABED and BCFE.

(u) Lines r andy pass through the three points
A, B, C and D, E, F respectively.

(a) D

r
DA

I

F

n7

n

Test Yourcelf
Venv Sronr AruswER (VSA) Quesrrorus

l. If the radius of circle is 2.5 cm, fnd the length
ofits diameter.

2. Draw a iliagram of:
(o) A line segment MN
(b) a ray XY
(c) A line OP

3. How many line sepents are there in each of
the following figures? Name a1l of them.

C

(a) (b)

C

(b) s

P

R

R

P
A B

4. In the given figure, identi-& the lines, rays and
line segments.

C B

5. Draw any circle of radius 2.6 cm and mark
(o) its centre (b) its diameter
(c) a sector (d) an arc.

Ssonr Apswen (SA) Quesnors

6. ln a pla-ne, if three lines are drawn, what is the
(4) metirnrrm ([) minimg6 as6ber of point of
intersection of these lines?

7. Name the sides, the vertices and diagonals of
each of the following polygons:

a

8. In the given figure, name all the possible angles.

C

B

9. In the given figure, name tJre eight a-ngles.

P

ED

a

o
A

o

c

BA
a

BASIC GEOMETRICAL IDEAS
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1O. In the given figure, which ofthe triangles have
P

QR
(a) Q in their exterior?
(6) S on at least one ofits sides?
(c) V in theil interior?

Lor,rc Arswen (LA) Quesrrorus

ll, !'lll ia fls llsnks.
(a) A median of a triargle is the line segment

joining vertex to the ......... of the opposite
side.

(b) Mediens of a triangle are ......... .

(c) ......... is ttre point where the three medians
ofa triangle meet.

(d) An altitude ofs trisngls is thg ......... drawn
from a vertex to the opposite side.

(e) Altitudes ofa triangle are ......... .

12. In the given figure, name the points which are:

Qo

MoS .T
'A

.P

Z

(o) in the interior of IXYZ
(b) in the exterior of Z){YZ
(c) on ZYYZ

13. Write the names of all the angles of the given
figure.

Y
L

R

E

AG B

DC
F

ANSWERS

1.5cm

2. (a) *-----------<
MN

(b) .---------------
XY

(c) *--r---------r*
OP

3. (a) 2, AB and BC

(b)3, PQ, Qn and PR

4. (j) Lines: E and eD

(ii) Rays: 04, OB, 0e, 0D
(iii) r.ine segments'

OA, OB, OC, OD, AB and CD
5. Do yourself
6. (o) 3 (b) 2
7. (a) Sides: AB, BC, CD and DA

Vertices: A B, C and D
Diagonals: AC and BD

(6) Sides: PQ, QR, RS and SP

Vertices: P, Q, R and S

Diagonals: OR and QS

8. lCOi\ ZCOB atd ZBOA

9. ZPED, ZPEC, ZDEF, ICEF, ZEIF4 ZBFN,
ZAFQ and ZBFQ

10' (o) APST, APSR and ATSR

(b) 
^PQR

(c) APQR and ASQR

11. (a) mid point (b) concurrent

(c) Centroid (d) perpendicular

(e) concurrent

12. (a) A P and T
(b) Q ard M
(c) S, L and R

Ig. ZEGB, ZAGE, ZAGIi ZBGH, ZGIN), ZGHC,
ZCItr aad ZDIIF.
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,'

lnternal Assessment
1. How many diagonals are there in the given

fig!re?
(a)4 (b) E (c)2 (A 3

2. Two intersecting lines intersect at
(o) l point (b) 2 points
(c) 3 points (d) 4 points

7. Match the following:

Column I
(a) A line segment ca.n be

(b) A line
(c) A ray
(d) I-n an sngle, the lengths of the arms do not effect its

3. Number of lines drawn thro',gh two Pohts are
(a) L (b) 2 (c)B (A 4

4. The length of tJre iliameter is
(a) half of the railiue (b) double the railius
(c) equal to the radius (d) none of tJre above

5. How many pairs of a{acent sides are there in
a quadrilateral?
(a) 1 (b) 2 (c)B (A 4

6. Which of the following is not a polygon?

(o) Triangle (b) Recta-ngle

(c) Pentagon (d) Circle

Column II
(i) extends i''n.itely in one direction

(ii) measure
(iii) measured
(iu) extentls inffnitely in both directions.

8. Complete the following puzzle as per tJre given
directions:

@*

Direction:
1. A ........... is portion ofa line whose end point are

fixed.

2. The dip met€r ofa circle divides it into two equal
parts. Each pert is cslled a ........... .

3. The central point of a circle i8 called

4. Triangle has three

5. A figure enclosd with the sides more thal two
is called a

6. A............ in a triaogle is the line segmentjoining
any vertex to the mid point of the opposite side.

o

9_

ANSWERS

1. (b)

4. (b)

7. (a) <+ (iii)
(c) e (f)

2. (a)

5. (a
(b) <+ (iu)
(A <+ Gi)

6
a
(a

8. 1. LINE SEGMEI{T
3. CEI{TRE
5. POLYGON

2. SEMICMCLE
4. VERTICES
6. MEDIAN

3

4
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